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Interested in joining the committee? Ask us!

Your Network
Your Resource
Your Voice
Get Involved

Shape your community.

Polish your leadership and professional skills.

Network with fellow students, researchers, and staff.

Events

Monthly Meetings are open to the entire TSRI community to help plan NWiS activities and events.

Coffee Hours combine coffee, cookies, and a topical discussion. Past topics include work-life balance, financial planning, and communicating science in the media.

Annual Happy Hour with Society of Fellows is a celebratory gathering welcoming TSRI’s newest PIs.

Movie Nights feature a timely and NWiS-relevant film. 1-2 film screenings are hosted per year. Past films include Miss Representation and The Mask We Live In.

Biannual Female Faculty Lecture Series feature a nominated TSRI professor who gives her personal perspective on a career in science.

Mentorship Program for aspiring scientists in City College MESA (Math, Engineering, Science Achievement) Program.

Our Goals

• Make a positive difference in the culture of science for the benefit of the entire scientific community

• Provide support, guidance, and opportunity for female scientists at Scripps

• Create awareness of issues that affect scientific career development and success

• Promote diversity at TSRI

Membership

Free and open to the entire TSRI community, regardless of gender!